The genetic variability of the envelope surface domain (SU) of simian foamy virus (FV) of African green monkeys was studied. To assess the interindividual diversity of FV, isolates were obtained from 19 animals living together in a monkey house. The monkeys had been imported from Kenya prior to being placed in long-term housing in the research institute. In addition, a simian FV isolate and proviral DNA were obtained from an animal caretaker infected in this setting. DNA of the complete SU (1779 to 1793 bp) was analyzed by PCR and sequencing. The sequences revealed four clusters with high homologies (>95%). Between the clusters, divergencies ranged from 3 to 25%. Obviously, the clusters reflect four different strains or subtypes of simian FV type 3 that were prevalent in the colony. In contrast to lentiviruses, hypervariable regions could not be detected in the FV SU. Furthermore, to analyze the intraindividual diversity of FV, we investigated the virus population within an individual monkey at a given time point and its evolution over 13 years. For this purpose, 22 proviral SU clones generated by PCR from one oral swab and seven isolates obtained from the same animal between 1982 and 1995 were examined. These sequences revealed exceptionally high homology rates (99.5 to 100%), and only a minimal genetic drift was recognized within the series of isolates. In conclusion, the low in vivo divergency of FV SU suggests that genetic variability is not important for the maintenance of FV persistence.
Genetic variability of various viruses is thought to be instrumental in viral persistence in vivo. In particular, the extraordinarily high variability of lentiviruses, like human and simian immunodeficiency viruses (HIV and SIV, respectively), results in the rapid development of a complex viral quasispecies. It has been proposed that genetic variability might counteract host immune reactions, for example by generating viral escape mutants (3) or by exceeding a threshold of antigenic diversity beyond which the immune system cannot cope (31) . However, these hypotheses have not been confirmed by recent reports (20, 32) , and the role of variability in viral persistence and in the development of disease is discussed controversially (45) . Retroviruses of the human T-lymphotropic virus/bovine leukemia virus (HTLV/BLV) group (Deltaretrovirus genus) reveal very stable genomes in vivo (13) , questioning the assumption that genetic variability is essential for retrovirus persistence. However, substantial data on intra-and interanimal genetic variation of retroviruses other than the primate lentiviruses or members of the HTLV/BLV group are missing (45) .
In this study, we analyzed the genetic variability of foamy viruses (FV; Spumavirus genus of the Retroviridae family [18] ), which are complex retroviruses utilizing a replication cycle that shares features of retro-and hepadnaviruses (25, 34, 49) , both prone to genetic variability. FV cause persisting infections in various mammalian species and are prevalent at high rates in nonhuman primates (29) . Early reports on FV prevalence in the general human population could not be confirmed (1, 40) . However, human infections resulting from accidental transmissions of nonhuman primate FV are well documented (16, 29, 41) . FV pathogenicity does not occur in naturally and experimentally infected animals nor in accidentally infected humans. This points to a highly host-adapted mode of persistence. Developmental deficits in FV-transgenic mice have been described (4) , but the relevance of these findings for the natural course of infection is questionable.
The degree of the genomic variability of FV in vivo is not known at present. Only four complete sequences of FV isolates from different primate species are available and can be compared. Small portions (e.g., from the pol region [38] ) that were obtained by PCR from FV isolates or from peripheral blood lymphocyte (PBL) samples of infected primates have been used to compute phylogenetic relationships of various primate FV. However, up to now the genomic diversity of viruses within one species has been analyzed exclusively by Southern blot hybridization of isolates from one monkey colony (39) , and data on variability within an infected individual are completely missing. Therefore, we analyzed the genomic variability of the FV present in a stable colony of African green monkeys (AGM) and in a single animal of this colony. We decided to focus our work on the complete surface domain (SU) of the env gene for several reasons. (i) SU is the major target for antiviral immunity, and highest degrees of variability can be expected in this region. (ii) Most variability studies in other retroviruses have been done on SU sequences, facilitating comparison of data. (iii) Sequencing of complete domains minimizes the risk of overlooking hypervariable regions.
According to our results, the genomic variability of FV within one animal appears to be too low to play an essential role for viral persistence but does allow distinct FV strains within one monkey species to be defined.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals.
All AGM (Chlorocebus [Cercopithecus] aethiops) investigated in this study had been caught in the wild in Kenya and kept in single cages at the Department of Virology in Freiburg, Germany, ever since (Table 1) .
of HUSAR (Heidelberg Unix Sequence Analysis Resources). CLUSTALW (43) was used for multiple sequence alignments. Similarity plots were generated by PlotSimilarity, which calculates the average similarity among all members of a group of aligned sequences at each position in the alignment. The symbol comparison table used was plotsimpep.cmp, which has a similarity score of 1.5 for perfect symbol matches. Pairwise homology rates were calculated by Homologies; the symbol comparison table used for the estimation of amino acid sequence similarity was comparpep.cmp; for amino acid identity, uniquepep.cmp; and for nucleic acid homology, compardna.cmp. Phylogenetic analysis was performed with PHYLIP version 3.5 (9) . Evolutionary distances were calculated by DNAdist by using Kimura's two-parameter method (21); phylogenetic relationships and trees were computed from the distance matrix by KITSCH by using the Fitch-Margoliash method, version 3.572c (10), or by Neighbor by using the neighbor-joining method (36) .
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The nucleotide sequences of the 50 AGM FV SU sequences obtained in this study have been submitted to the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database under accession no. AJ244067 to AJ244116.
RESULTS
Characterization of the env SU of FV from different individuals. From 1982 to 1994, simian FV isolates were obtained from oral swabs of 19 animals living in a closed AGM colony. A recent simian FV isolate and proviral DNA from PBL of an animal caretaker were included in the study, since the infection had originated from an animal of this colony, probably transmitted by a bite in 1976 (38, 41) . Furthermore, the AGM FV prototype SFV-3, which had been isolated before 1964 from an AGM kept in New York (42) , was analyzed for comparison. The features of all FV investigated in this study are listed in Table 1 . Proviral DNA of infected cells was amplified by a nested PCR with highly conserved primers flanking the SU of the FV env gene (Fig. 1) . Amplification products were cloned and sequenced with the sequencing primers shown in Fig. 1 . The nucleotide sequences were aligned by comparing them with the published sequence for SFV-3/LK-3 (an AGM FV isolated before 1978 from a lymph node of another animal of this colony [30, 33] ) and other published sequences of primate FV prototypes (Table 2 and data not shown). The respective amino acid alignment is shown in Fig. 2 .
All sequences contained an intact SU open reading frame. The lengths of the amplification products varied from 1779 to b Assignment to clusters and groups is according to Fig. 3 . c aa, amino acid. d For the seven isolates from agm1, see Table 4 . e -, sequence in PBL. Table 1 , generated by CLUSTAL. Highly conserved sequence motifs are indicated. All variant glycosylation sites are emphasized by bold letter. C, cysteines; ‫,ءءء‬ N-glycosylation sites (N-Xaa-S/T); cleavage, cleavage site between SU and TM.
isolates of group 2 and of SFV-1, SFVcpz, and HFV are positioned 10 amino acids downstream of sites 9 of the AGM isolates of group 1.
Phylogenetic analysis of FV from different individuals. Pairwise alignments of the SU sequences showed various degrees of genetic homologies. FV from AGM could be divided into two main groups, which were again composed of minor clusters (A to D) with sequence homologies of more than 95%. Remarkably, cluster B contained two pairs of 100% identical amino acid sequences (pair agm6 and agm16 and pair agm3 and agm4). In the phylogenetic tree established by the PHYLIP program, these groups and clusters can easily be distinguished (Fig. 3) . The range of the pairwise homology rates within each cluster or between the different clusters is shown in Table 3 . Remarkably, the first group (comprising clusters A and B and SFV-3/LK-3) contains all sequences with the smallest SU, i.e., 563 amino acids. All isolates of this group (except SFV-3/LK-3) originate from monkeys which had been obtained by two shipments in July 1979 and October 1980. All sequences of the second group (clusters C and D) revealed 568
VOL. 73, 1999 GENETIC STABILITY OF SIMIAN FOAMY VIRUSES 9259 amino acids. Host monkeys of these isolates had been delivered earlier than the previous ones, with the exception of agm17 which had also been shipped in October 1980. The sequence SFVhum derived from PBL of the infected animal caretaker is 99.3% (98.8% at the amino acid level) homologous to the respective isolate SFVka; these two sequences, together with the sequence agm20, form cluster D. The AGM sequence SFV-3 (which does not originate from this colony) has 567 amino acids and is about 82% homologous to clusters C and D but only about 71% homologous to clusters A and C. Nevertheless, the homology of SFV-3 to any FV of this AGM colony is higher than that to FV from other species (Fig. 3) . The range of pairwise homologies between all AGM sequences and SFV-1 or SFVcpz/HFV is also shown in Table 3 . The sequence variability found in this colony was analyzed in detail. The two major groups differ in length by 5 amino acids which are present only in the sequences of the second group (clusters C and D). G and T are found at amino acid positions 351 and 352, and N, E, and S are found at amino acid positions 424 to 426. Furthermore, AGM prototype SFV-3 differs from the sequences of the second group in that it is missing one lysine at the beginning of the cleavage site. Moreover, analysis of single base exchanges (in addition to the amino acid insertions described) revealed that, altogether, 3,004 substitutions against the consensus sequence are present in the 22 FV sequences derived from this colony; 974 of them (32.4%) resulted in amino acid exchanges. Figure 4 shows a similarity plot of the 16 amino acid sequences of the first group of AGM FV (clusters A and B and SFV-3/LK-3). It emphasizes the homogeneous distribution of variant amino acids over the entire SU; deviations of up to 5% were not concentrated in a hot spot. Thus, the SU of FV from AGM does not contain a hypervariable region. A similarity plot of all AGM FV, including the six sequences of the second group, and SFV-3 simulated a peak of variability in the 3Ј region of SU which corresponds to the insertions described (not shown).
Genomic variability of the FV population within a single AGM. To monitor FV sequence variation over the lifetime of one animal, seven FV isolates were obtained from animal no. 1 (AGM1) at six time points between 1982 and 1995 (Table 4) . To investigate the virus population without selection of cell culture-adapted strains, DNA was extracted directly from one defined throat swab that also gave rise to isolates agm1-95a and agm1-95b (isolates obtained in 1995) by parallel cultures. After PCR and cloning of the amplification products, 22 clones (ra28 to ra57) originating from one ligation reaction were analyzed as described previously.
Multiple alignment of all SU nucleotide sequences from this animal (data not shown) revealed highly conserved sequences: all of them were more than 99.5% homologous, and two of them were identical. Interestingly, these two identical sequences were ra46 (one proviral clone from the 1995 throat swab) and agm1-94a (an isolate obtained in 1994), whereas the two isolates obtained simultaneously in 1995 from the same throat swab were different. Each sequence revealed between one and five substitutions, compared to the consensus sequence. The multiple amino acid sequence alignment is shown in Fig. 5 . Minimal variability was found homogeneously distributed over the SU segment with one exception: at nucleotide position 1031, four sequences (ra28, -30, -31, and -33) revealed the same substitution of A to G, resulting in an amino acid exchange from N to S (amino acid position 328). Altogether, 64 substitutions were located in 29 sequences represented by a total of 51,591 bases. Thirty-five substitutions (55%) were nonsynonymous; two of these resulted in stop codons (amino acid positions 147 in ra57 and 108 in agm1-91). At the amino acid level, one pair and one group of five identical sequences were detected (pair ra30 and ra31 and group ra43, ra46, ra51, ra55, and agm1-94a).
The sequence agm1-95a was used for the analysis of FV isolates from different monkeys and was found to fit into cluster B (Fig. 3) . A dendrogram of the nucleotide sequences from cluster B, including all sequences from AGM1 (Fig. 6) , shows that the sequences from AGM1 form a subcluster within cluster B. The isolates taken from AGM1 at different time points are distributed randomly over the whole cluster of proviral clones obtained directly from the throat swab; only the two oldest isolates (from 1982 and 1990) and two of the proviral clones (ra42 and ra57) were minimally separated from all other sequences from AGM1. Thus, only a minimal genetic drift, if any, could be detected from 1982 to 1991, whereas no drift could be recognized between 1991 and 1995.
To define the background of substitutions due to PCR, cloning, and sequencing artifacts, a molecular clone of SU was amplified, cloned, and sequenced by the same methods used for all other isolates and the throat swab. Twenty clones originating from the same ligation reaction were analyzed by sequencing the region between nucleotides 1000 and 1500 (data not shown). Within approximately 10,000 nucleic acids sequenced, only two substitutions were detected. This background is in the range of the error rate described for the employed Taq polymerase (19) . Therefore, the minor variability found in the FV sequences from AGM1 (64 substitutions in 51,591 bases or 12 in 10,000 bp) was about sixfold higher than the inaccuracies of the amplification, cloning, and sequencing system used.
DISCUSSION
Primate FV reveal a particular mode of persistence characterized by apathogenicity in vivo in spite of severe cytopathogenicity in cell culture. To elucidate the role of FV genetic variability in the establishment and maintenance of persistence, we compared the FV SU sequences occurring in the population of an AGM colony and in an individual animal. It is known that FV of different primate species (chimpanzee, rhesus monkey, and AGM) reveal considerable (type-defining) sequence differences with the highest divergencies in the gag gene (46) . Thus, comparing sequences obtained from different species was not the goal of this study.
Phylogenetic analysis of isolates from different AGM living in a closed colony revealed different clusters of FV addressable as strains and subtypes of AGM FV (Fig. 3) . For example, clusters A to D might be designated as strains, and groups 1 and 2 might be designated as subtypes. The divergence between groups 1 and 2 ranged between 22 and 25%; this value is on the same order of magnitude as that reported for comparable genome segments of different subtypes of HIV or SIV (27) but significantly higher than that of subtypes of simian T-lymphotropic virus type 1 or 2 or HTLV type 1 or 2, which is 8% at most (13, 15) . Obviously, genetic variability of FV has been sufficient to generate highly divergent strains within one species. On the other hand, the divergency within the strains or cluster A, B, or C is less than 1.2%, which is much lower than that reported for HIV or SIV (up to 15% [27] ). Within cluster D, divergency is about 5%, pointing out how arbitrary an attempt to classify the clusters as strains or subtypes would be. Unfortunately, the period of time required to reach a certain level of diversity remained undefined since the time point and source of infection of each monkey are unknown. However, the phylogenetic tree proves that only a few strains have spread in this colony, as the homology rates within one cluster are remarkably high. It can be speculated that infection of the monkeys occurred before delivery to our institute, maybe in wildliving clans before capture or during transport; in fact, the animals had usually been kept in single cages in the final colony to avoid biting, which is considered to be the mode of primate FV transmission. Furthermore, the different clusters are associated with different capture and purchase dates of monkey herds: clusters A and B originate from monkeys obtained in July 1979 or October 1980, whereas the host monkeys of subtypes C and D (except isolate agm17) had been delivered between 1975 and February 1979. This interpretation of the phylogenetic tree is confirmed by the two sequences originating from the infected animal caretaker: they are closely related to AGM isolate agm20 obtained from a monkey that had been delivered in 1975, which is in accordance with the time of infection of the worker by a monkey bite in 1976 (41) . Interestingly, agm17 had been obtained in 1980 but belongs to the earlier cluster C. This may be explained by infection in our institute, because housing in single cages was temporarily interrupted for experimental procedures or occasional breeding attempts.
To interpret the degree of sequence variability, only closely related viruses should be analyzed, as the comparison of nonrelated sequences may lead to overinterpretation of local or overall variability rates (45) . Therefore, only clusters A and B were compared to identify hypervariable regions in the FV SU region. The high homology rates of more than 96% between isolates of this group point to common ancestors. Moreover, all sequences of clusters A and B reveal the same length of SU, whereas the main difference from group 2 is the insertion of 5 amino acids which would mimic hypervariable regions. However, the similarity plot of group 1 (Fig. 4) clearly revealed that hypervariable regions comparable to the five variable loops in the HIV type 1 gp120 do not exist in FV. Hypervariability in the immunodominant loops of HIV type 1 is considered as the prerequisite for the emergence of immune escape mutants (3) . Such a mechanism is obviously not used by AGM FV. The difference between FV and HIV is illustrated by differences in the ratio of nonsynonymous versus synonymous substitutions: a ratio significantly greater than 1 is supposed to be indicative of positive selection for sequence changes (23, 24) . In all AGM FV analyzed, the actual figure of the ratio was 0.48, which is in the range expected for random mutations or even for selection against mutations (23, 24) . In contrast, HIV reveals ratios of nonsynonymous versus synonymous changes of up to 2.9 (23, 24) , which implies positive selection of changes, at least within particular hypervariable domains.
To further compare the degree of intrahost genetic diversity of FV to that of other retroviruses, a cross-sectional sample of virus produced in one animal at one time point was investigated. Nucleic acid analysis was applied directly to a throat swab without virus isolation avoiding selection of cell cultureadapted variants. Throat mucosa is the exclusive site where viral replication has been detected in naturally infected primates (8) . PCR was done without previous reverse transcription of RNA, since besides intracellular proviral genomes sufficient DNA is also present in virions (25) . Sequencing of 20 molecular clones originating from one PCR has been considered to be sufficient to detect variants forming at least 10% of the virus population present in the respective sample (26) . The divergency of 0.5% found between the 22 molecular clones obtained from one oral mucosa sample is very low but significant, indicating that the recovered variants indeed represent the range of genetic divergency of FV within this organ. This divergency is in the same range as that described for viruses of the HTLV/BLV group (Ͻ0.5% [13] ) but considerably lower than that for lentivirus, which reaches 12% divergency at FIG. 5 . Multiple amino acid sequence alignment of the SU regions of the proviral clones and isolates obtained from agm1, generated by CLUSTAL. s, stop codons in agm1-91 and ra57; C, cysteines; ‫,ءءء‬ N-glycosylation sites (N-Xaa-S/T); cleavage, cleavage site between SU and TM.
amino acid level within one host (5) . Furthermore, absence of hypervariable regions and the low proportion of nonsynonymous substitutions again argue against a role of variability in the establishment of viral persistence, as already shown above for isolates from different monkeys. The two stop codons detected in isolate agm1-91 and in the proviral clone ra57 may be due to PCR artifacts or nonfunctional DNA present in cell culture or in the throat swab sample, respectively.
Interestingly, viral isolates from various time points between 1991 and 1995, including two distinguishable isolates from the swab used for generation of proviral clones, maintain the same range of sequence differences as the clones (Fig. 6 ). The fact that the virus population reveals this high degree of homogeneity indicates that sequence alterations due to cell culture adaptation can be neglected and any isolate represents proviral and viral population at the time point of isolation. Furthermore, no genetic drift could be recognized between 1991 and 1995. Only from 1982 to 1991 has a minimal drift of about 0.3% occurred, suggesting a variability rate of about 3 ϫ 10
Ϫ4
per site per year (six base substitutions per 1,779 bp per 9 years). This is slightly higher than that reported for the HTLV/ BLV group (10 Ϫ4 for BLV [48] and HTLV type 1 [12] ) but much lower than that of lentiviruses, which ranges between 10 Ϫ2 and 10 Ϫ3 (14). In conclusion, genetic variability of FV is sufficient to generate highly divergent strains in different species and also different strains within one primate species but probably too low in individual hosts to be instrumental in viral persistence. There may be different reasons for this degree of stability. In general, the amount of genetic variability of a gene is determined by the mutation rate and either positive or negative selection pressure. The mutation rate depends on the error rate of nucleic acid polymerases and on the replication rate. The fidelity of FV reverse transcriptase is not known. However, it has been argued that the mutation rate is the least important aspect of viral variation (6, 32, 45) , since it is in the same range for all retroviruses tested (including the extraordinarily stable HTLV). Therefore, the most important factor may be the replication rate. For HIV and SIV, the high genomic variability has been reported to be due to the extraordinary high rates of viral replication in the host (7, 45) , whereas the stability of HTLV/BLV has been explained by its low replication rate (47) . The latter explanation is probably also true for FV, since the replication rate of FV is very low in infected monkeys: only low levels of viral RNA can be detected in the oral mucosa but not in other FV DNA-positive tissues, including blood cells (8) . Finally, selection pressure may be considered: positive selection of variants could emerge from immune pressure, while negative selection might be favored by functional constraints. The low ratio of nonsynonymous against synonymous substitutions points to random mutation or even negative selection, preventing any changes (23, 24) . This clearly contradicts the hypothesis that variability in the SU region might play an essential role for FV persistence.
Taken together, compared to lentiviruses, the genome of FV was found to be very stable, probably due to the low replication rate of FV in vivo and to missing selection pressure for sequence changes. Therefore, the probability of biological changes, e.g., expansion of pathogenic potential or host range, can be considered low for FV. From a practical point of view, the genetic stability proven by these investigations may encourage efforts to develop FV vectors for human gene therapy (2, 28, 35) .
